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Who are we?



Global Trends

Poverty & Inequality
Income Poverty | Multi Dimensional Poverty | Income Inequality | Other Dimensions of Inequality

Demography
Population Growth | Ageing | Migration | Urbanization | Impacts Of Demographic Trends

Environmental Degradation and Climate Change
Major environmental trends | Impacts of environmental degradation | Impacts of climate change

Shocks & Crises
Unemployment | Conflicts And Violence | Disasters | Disease Outbreaks | Hunger and Food Insecurity

Urban Development
Billions of Assets | Millions of people | Public Enablement | Multi system Environments



Where do we need to concentrate

Natural World Concrete World

ForestWater

Ecosystem

Bio 
Diversity

People

Urbanization

Socio 
Demographic

s



Identifying the problem and its 
location is the key Challenge for 
any Decision Maker



qWhat exists at a particular location ?

qWhich  locations satisfy certain conditions ?

qHow has it changed from last couple of years ?

qWhich Spatial data should be considered for decision making ?

qWhat if we move this plan to different location ?

qHow many people would be effected ?

Common Questions  A Decision Making Team 
Will Have



How do we 
address those 

challenges?

Data

Location Intelligence

Decision Making System



A world of data

Local datasets for 240 geographies

Uniform data specifications across all regions for 
truly global coverage

AMER

764 EMEA

3079
APAC

716



A continuously evolving Technology Ecosystem

Desktop 
Mapping

Web / Mobile
Mapping

Business 
Applications

APIs 
& SaaS

Intelligent Infrastructure 
Management

Powerful desktop spatial 
analytics, unmatched 

ease of use

Empowering business 
analysts with access 

to spatial insights

Enhance existing
Applications w/ Advanced 

Spatial Analytics

Exposing our software 
and data through self-

service delivery

Cost-effectively manage 
infrastructure assets and execute 

on Smart City initiatives

Spectrum® Technology Platform
Spectrum® LI 
for Big Data

Mapping 
Spatial Analytics
Routing 

Geometry 
Geocoding 
Geoprocessing

Master Data Management
Data Quality
Address Management
Data Integration

GeoEnrichment
Machine Learning
Predictive Analytics

Data Sources
Location, 

Demographic & Industry-
focused datasets

Business & Operational 
Data

Spatial Databases & Files

Master Location Data 
Address Fabric 

Datasets
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Understanding this data and extracting 
meaningful & actionable business insights 
from is a common market problem



Multisource Approach

IOT’s

Government 
Data

PB 
Location 

Data

Survey’s

Demographics

Points of Interest

Risk Data

Building Attributes

Area Boundaries

Street Networks



Standardised, Easy-to-Use, 
Robust and Repeatable 

Analysis

Benchmarking

Optimisation

Performance

What-If Scenarios

Insights

Activity LevelsReportingDetailed Data Understanding
Review and prepare the customers data

PB Data Enrichment
Geodemographics, Mobile Activity, Traffic, Competitors,  Drive/Walktime, Income, POIs, OpenData etc

Multi-Level Modelling  Define the science

Disseminate Location Data and 
Analysis Across the Organisation

Property Operations People WorkForce

Key Driver Analysis
What, when and who drives sales by location – sales profile, trade area size, format, opening 
hours, product offering, competition etc

A Decision Support System



Few Use cases



Site Selection – Poverty & Inequality



Demographical Analysis – Age & Population Growth 



Hotspot Analysis - Impacts of environmental degradation



Socio Demographical Analysis – Economic Inequality



Accessibility Analysis - DriveTime & WalkTime



Landuse & Landcover Analysis – Climate Change



Conservation Analysis – Bio Diversity Distribution



Transport & Mobility

Public Works
Smart Grid

Waste

Land Use

Permitting

Public Safety & Security

Tourism & Open Spaces

Smart Buildings & Housing

Smart Water



Mobile Ready Solution



Case Study



To address an urgent need to integrate relevant scientific knowledge to deal with natural 
resource management and conservation issues, by establishing a center which brings 
together knowledge of information technology and ecology to further the conservation and 
wise management of India’s natural resources. 

Using Pitney Bowes Business mapping development tool, ATREE created an Eco-Informatics Portal 
(www.ecoinfoindia.org) with a web-enabled GIS providing geographic information on conservation and the 
environment to the scientific community in India and abroad, at no cost. The Portal allows users to visualize, 
analyze, and integrate various types of data

“Pitney Bowes has answer to our quest to provide online access to spatial information related to Research in 
ecology and environment. PB enabled us to generate maps and do analysis using the information. The visual 
presentation of data enabled by the mapping application offers us important and fresh insights to better 
address the need for conservation of the dwindling biodiversity,” said Dr. Mohammed Irfan Ullah, Convener of 
the Eco-Informatics Centre.

“The benefit of using Pitney Bowes 
family Applications is immense. We 
were able to develop the solution on 
Linux which helped us save the cost of 
proprietary OS and expensive 
development tools. The time and effort 
required for coding of functionality 
from scratch, was instead deployed to 
developing more features on the 
application and adding more data. This 
makes it easy for the end user to get 
most of the functionality at one place,” 
concluded Dr Irfan.

Ashoka Trust – Diversity Estimation & Mapping

Challenge

Solution

Benefits



Follow status of forest resources,  Prevent Forest Fire,  Preserve and monitor biological 
diversity and Identify and deal with individuals and community groups who violate 
regulations of forest protection and development 

An easy-to-use GIS solution which is the most suitable software for managing forest status and
for monitoring biological diversity

Keep track of population distribution and dispersion and its influence on forest resources.  Monitor biological 
diversity at natural conservation and special use forest areas.  Update changes of forest status in an exact and 
timely fashion. Forecast forest fire and have method to prevent forest fire. Make map of forestry land use plan, 
Forest Land Allocation Maps. Combine with GPS to position forest plots on map and account their areas, 
various thematic grid maps of the topography can be made

Tuyen Quang Forest Protection Department - Vietnam

Goal

Solution

Benefits



Corangamite CMA receives grants from the Victorian Government to manage Landcare
projects for activities such as revegetation, fencing for stock exclusion and pest control. 
Corangamite CMA is required to report back to government on activities undertaken. They 
need a spatial tool to collect data and create report show how the funding has been spent 
and also helps to secure investment for future projects. They include maps and spatial data 
such as: areas of revegetated land, or managed for pest animals and weeds  . the location 
and length of fences erecte locations of community engagement events

Pitney Bowes and Corangamite CMA worked together to create a data collection and reporting
solution to fit Corangamite CMA’s workflows, volunteer workforce’s skills, and budget. Pitney
Bowes supplied each of the 12 Landcare networks with MapInfo GIS software and training

The data collection, management and reporting system implemented by Corangamite CMA delivers the 
following benefits: 

Data is quicker and easier to collect in the field with a consistent format, and is more accurate, halving the 
consolidating time.  It is efficient and detailed, supporting funding efforts with the Victorian Government and 
increasing project approval.

Efficient and effective reporting back to the community. 

Unmatched verification and auditing of service delivery levels.

Corangamite Catchment Management Authority:
Sustainable Development in Victoria, Australia

Goal

Solution

Benefits



Keeping the street lights on in 
London's Borough of Hounslow, UK
When Hounslow replaced its legacy 
sodium lights with connected LED 
lights, IIM was implemented to control 
commissioning of the assets and 
receive condition data from the lamps. 
The result: more efficient 
maintenance, and far fewer citizen 
complaints.
Keeping traffic flowing smoothly for 
a large Australian metropolis
When traffic signals develop faults, 
an alarm is passed to IIM so that 
resources can be allocated to 
investigate the situation as quickly as 
possible. IIM provides status updates 
on progress in the field in near real 
time, so appropriate traffic 
management actions can be taken to 
minimize disruption.  

Amey, United Kingdom
Implemented a modern infrastructure and 
asset-management solution.

Ballarat, Australia
A live, field asset maintenance solution improves 
productivity and reduces liabilities.

Brimbank, Australia
Data integration enables greater responsiveness 
to customer needs.

Greater Shepparton, Australia
Improved efficiency and eliminated paperwork with 
mobile asset management.

Lincolnshire County Council, United Kingdom
Saved more than £1.5M with improved operational 
and financial highway maintenance processes.

Nottingham City Council, United Kingdom
Increased productivity and cut costs by tracking 
project status in real time.

Our 118 active city government clients include:

Comprehensive City Management Solution



Assessme
nt

Prioritizati
on

Mitigation

Planning

Implementat
ion

Managem
ent

Our solution can assist you in



What we Provide

Standardised, easy-to-
use and repeatable 

multi-country location 
analytics solutions 

Insight in identifying 
optimal locations, 

opportunities, formats 
and offerings

Increased efficiencies in 
streamlining real estate 

decision making

Innovative global data 
such as demographics, 

mobility, traffic volumes

Scalable solutions for 
disseminating location 

based data and analysis 
across clients 
organisations

Multi-level Sales 
Estimations & Impact 
Analysis using hybrid 
Data Science/Gravity 
Modelling – ‘What-If 

Scenarios’

‘Single source of truth’ on 
location data and analysis to 

allow confidence and 
accuracy in investment 

decisions

Insights & Segmentation
of sites



Why Pitney Bowes Technology:

Single Unified Supplier of software, data and consulting in location and analytics

In-house international analytics team with experience, expertise and innovation in accurate 
spatial modelling and location based data

Access to rich, accurate and unique datasets including competitor data, geodemographics, mobile 

activity, traffic volumes, hazardous data

Trusted and proved experience with the ability to provide scalable, flexible and future-proof solutions 

for both basic and advanced user profiles

Access to proactive and flexible local support, training and location/modelling/data specialists


